
Castlewood Primary School 

Governor’s visit form 

Name Date 
 
Spring 2017 

Persons present and role in school:  Academic year 
 
2016-17 

Focus of visit Teaching and Curriculum Achievement in Reading, Writing and Maths(previously 
agreed by the governing body and head teacher) This sheet must be used alongside the Governor 
monitoring version of the School Improvement Priorities document for further details of Actions 
and Monitoring which will clarify the point of the suggested questions. 
Links with the School Improvement Plan (SIP) 2016-17 
(How does the visit relate to a priority in the SIP? Which specific part is it linked to?)  
Priority 1 : ACHIEVEMENT 85% pupils in each cohort to meet end of year expectations in Read/Write/Maths 
Priority 2: ACHIEVEMENT 85% Pupils to meet end of Year expectations in Writing: Continue to raise standards in 
spellings. Agreed systematic approach towards editing. 
Priority 3:  85% pupils in each cohort to meet National Expectations in Mathematics 
Suggested questions that Governors could ask – these should be used as a guide and a prompt, 
rather than a definitive list 
Foundation subjects ask to see specific examples of Maths and English appearing in Foundation subjects -  
in planning and in work examples. 
Spelling  Ask to see the materials being used. How is this intervention working? Upper KS2 zero tolerance 
trial - how did this go? Is this sustainable eg time-wise? 
Maths tracking  Please could you show me how you ensure that the interim Maths statements are 'securely 
taught' in your year group. 
Editing  Can you evidence the pupils' use of their editing skills? 
 
 
Governor observation and comments: 
(E.g. What did you see?  What did you learn? What would you like clarified? How long did the visit 
last? How was information gathered?) 
 
 
Key issues/points to take back to governing body committee meeting: 
E.g. the way resources are allocated, the way the school communicates, progress in implementing a 
key policy) 
 
 
Signed: 
 
Action recommended /agreed at governing body committee meeting: 
 
 
Signed: 
	  


